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Albert Einstein said, "If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough". Some days I
wonder if he was predicting the future. Or was he talking about the Internet Marketers? Who knows?
But, I do know, many of you have lost your hard earned money on marketing courses. And, the end
result is zero, nada, zilch!
You are still poor. Trying and trying to make your ends meet. You wonder at night, where did you go
wrong? What is it that you are missing?
Allow me to disclose a secret; it is none of your fault. You are misguided. You don't need a hammer
to open the door, you need a key. The right key that unlocks the gate of success and joy for you! You are
duped to believe in statements like Easy money, Fast cash, No work et cetera.
Did it ever occur to you why these bloggers and marketers publish their article day in and day out? If
they have enough money then why are they still working? Will you work if you were a millionaire? I used to
party hard with hot chicks, models and joint. I was the king. I had nothing to worry about.

Until doctors told me I was about to die!
But I am stubborn. I didn't want to die. Who does? I was sick, very sick with six intestinal diseases for
3 years.
Without any cure!
Going from doctors to doctors
From one clinic to another
I was this close to dying
I wish it never comes upon anyone, but it does. Death is inevitable. No one can escape death. Not
even the richest man in the world (Steve Jobs?). And when you are so close to die, all things come into
perspective. Every secret. Every lie. Your whole life comes before your eyes.
I pledged not to lie to anyone, but tell them the truth. The world is a funny place, no one wants the
truth. People love lies. Some of them even believe the lies they live. The car that they don't own, but flash
high to show their success. The picture with a $5000 watch that they were just trying out presented as a
new purchase. The pretense of humbleness. If you are not careful you can easily believe these lies.

Then, I was cured. It was a miracle. No one knows how I was cured.
I knew, because the world deserves truth. You do. You need to know the truth behind internet
marketing and I will tell you the whole truth.
And, I am rich again because I understood how the life process works. It is in your beliefs.
Buddha said, “Do not believe in anything simply because you have heard it. Do not believe in
anything simply because it is spoken and rumored by many. Do not believe in anything simply
because it is found written in your religious books. Do not believe in anything merely on the
authority of your teachers and elders. Do not believe in traditions because they have been handed
down for many generations. But after observation and analysis, when you find that anything agrees
with reason and is conducive to the good and benefit of one and all, then accept it and live up to it. “
Today, we will live to our beliefs and change the course of our life. Are you with me? Tell me you are
with me? Yes, let's start this journey to an automated source of happiness, success and riches.

Change your beliefs and change your life.
I don’t call myself a Network Marketer, I just tap into my true, authentic self and if you can do that
especially if you’ve read this far into my post, then I think you have a good future as an entrepreneur and
making this work.
Recently, I’ve been bombarded by people who want access to some of my strategies – the
same ones I used to get into the TOP 10 out of 300,000 Affiliates in my Company. But for that, you
need to understand my story and where my hustle came from. To understand how I climbed the
ranks after struggling for such a long time.
When I tell them, I was just being myself. They brush it off, they don't believe it.
It is that simple. Once you learn the way to be comfortable being you with your client. Once you
learn the art of soulful connection, the art of being human. You can conquer any market in the world.
Everything will work automatically for you. And this automation will leave you carefree.

How do you do it?
The Pareto principle, also known as the 80–20 rule states 80% of your sales come from 20% of your
clients and it's universally proven.
I work with these 20%. The difference between these 20 and others is my love for them. I enjoy
talking to these people. And they enjoy talking to me. So, they choose me every time they want to do a
business or sales or marketing, you name it. It doesn't take conscious thinking, that's automatic. When they

think business, they think about me, like a reflex.
I changed their beliefs; I was able to influence them in a positive way. Change of beliefs leads to
change of action. And that is what we aim for. When working for an automation funnel, you just have to
influence the belief in people and don't be disheartened if this doesn't work immediately.
Only 20% of the people you meet will understand and relate to your truth. Your journey. Your story.
Invest in these people to create a team.
Great leaders don't set out to be leaders. They set out to make a difference. It is never about the
role, always about the goal.
What is your goal today, what do you aspire to be?

